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Abstract— Frequent pain and discomfort in premature in-
fants can lead to long-term adverse neurodevelopmental out-
comes. Video-based monitoring is considered to be a promising
contactless method for identification of discomfort moments. In
this study, we propose a video-based method for automated de-
tection of infant discomfort. The method is based on analyzing
facial and body motion. Therefore, motion trajectories are esti-
mated from frame to frame using optical flow. For each video
segment, we further calculate the motion acceleration rate and
extract 18 time- and frequency-domain features characterizing
motion patterns. A support vector machine (SVM) classifier is
then applied to video sequences to recognize infant status of
comfort or discomfort. The method is evaluated using 183 video
segments for 11 infants from 17 heel prick events. Experimental
results show an AUC of 0.94 for discomfort detection and the
average accuracy of 0.86 when combining all proposed features,
which is promising for clinical use.

I. INTRODUCTION

Preterm birth is when an infant is born too early, before
37 weeks of gestation [1]. Based on statistics for 184
countries, the global average preterm birth rate in 2010
was 11.1%, giving a worldwide total of 14.9 million in-
fants [2]. Neurobiological vulnerability to pain in preterm
infants is well established, due to their lower pain threshold,
sensitization from repeated pain, and immature systems for
maintaining homeostasis [3][4]. Frequent and/or recurrent
pain/discomfort is one of the greatest burdens for preterm
infants, who undergo prolonged hospitalization at a time of
physiological immaturity. At the same time of rapid brain de-
velopment discomfort can cause complications, such as delay
in cognitive and motor development [5]. More importantly,
cumulative pain-related discomfort may also contribute to
abnormal brain development, which thereby yields long-term
adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes [6][7][8][9]. These
findings suggest that continuous monitoring of preterm in-
fants for discomfort or pain would be of high value to help
develop appropriate treatments.

Preterm infants receive special care in the neonatal in-
tensive care unit (NICU), where their vital signs are con-
tinuously monitored. However, there is currently no system
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for monitoring and detecting their stress/discomfort. Self-
reporting is recognized as the standard approach for moni-
toring pain in clinical practice and is the current definitive
indicator of presence and intensity of pain and discom-
fort [10]. However, we cannot obtain a verbal (or nonver-
bal, deliberate hand gestures, head nods/head shakes) self-
report of pain/discomfort from preterm infants. Monitoring
by healthcare professionals invokes high cost, and is time-
consuming and subjective in assessment. Because of these
limitations, infants are only observed during short intervals
a few times a day, which likely leaves many discomfort
moments unnoticed. Therefore, we propose an automatic and
continuous discomfort detection system for preterm infants
by analyzing their motion patterns using video monitoring.

II. RELATED WORK

In the past several years, there has been an increasing
interest in stress/pain assessment [11]. Various approaches
have been developed to assess pain based on physiological
indicators, for instance vital signs such as heart rate (HR),
heart rate variability (HRV), respiratory rate (RR), oxygen
saturation (SpO2), body temperature, and blood pressure.
These signs can be measured and used to assess the physical
functioning level of a person. Acharya et al. [12] detected
cardiac abnormalities by classifying cardiac rhythms using
an artificial neural network and fuzzy relationships, which
achieved an accuracy level of 80-85%. However, vital signs
such as HR and RR are currently measured by electro-
cardiograms (ECG) and photoplethysmograph (PPG), which
require contact with the patient’s skin. Attaching the sensors
to infant skin adds an extra burden to infants compared to a
contactless method, for instance, using video monitoring.

Besides the physiology-based approaches, there is another
category of methods that assess pain/discomfort based on
behavior analysis. Existing behavioral-based approaches to
evaluate infant pain can be based on facial expression and
crying sound. Infants’ cry is a common sign of discomfort,
hunger, or pain. For classifying crying sound, Mima et
al. [13] presented a method that analyzes baby cries in
spectrography, and classifies them as cries due to pain,
sleeping, hunger, etc. The obtained overall accuracy of the
proposed method was 85%.

Significant attention was paid to facial expressions in
adults. Shan et al. [14] empirically evaluated facial represen-
tation based on statistical local features, local binary patterns
(LBP), for person-independent facial expression recognition
and illustrated that LBP features are effective and efficient



Fig. 1. Video acquisition system. The camera is outlined by a green circle.

for facial expression recognition. Kotsia et al. [15] achieved
a recognition accuracy of 99.7% for facial expression recog-
nition using the proposed multiclass SVMs and 95.1% for
facial expression recognition based on a set of chosen facial
action units.

Since the facial expression in premature infants in the
NICU is usually occluded by breathing masks/feeding tubes,
it is not suitable to fully rely on a facial expression method
for discomfort monitoring. A good alternative is video-based
body motion analysis. So far, very few studies reported pain
assessment for premature infants based on body movements.
Cattani et al. characterize clonic seizures and apneas by the
presence or absence of periodic movements of parts of the
body [16]. However, the method is intensity-based (in the
paper called luminance) and thus is affected by the lighting
condition.

In our work, we propose a video-based automatic system
for detecting discomfort moments in premature newborns in
the NICU. Our work shows that motion-related features can
differentiate discomfort status from comfort.

III. METHOD

To detect the body motion of the infants, we employ
optical flow to estimate pixel motion vectors between
frames, which is followed by feature extraction for discom-
fort/comfort classification. The choice for optical flow is
motivated by its capability to capture the motion of individual
body parts more accurately [17].

A. Study design and population

The study was conducted with videos recorded at the
Máxima Medical Center in Veldhoven, the Netherlands, by a
fixed-position high-definition camera (uEye UI-222x) filming
the infant’s face and upper body (See Fig. 1 for the video
acquisition system). For all infants in the database, written
consent was obtained from the parents.

Heel lance procedure, a well-known pain stimulus, was
part of regular care for collecting blood samples to monitor
glucose, bilirubin, etc. In our work, it served as a recurring
stimulus to study the infant’s response to pain. The video
recording started approximately 10 minutes prior to the heel
lance procedure. Once the heel lance procedure was finished,

the video recording continued for an observation time to
return to baseline (10 minutes). We define the baseline as
a period when there is no observable discomfort motion
pattern/facial expression. The start and end time of the heel
lance procedure was simultaneously noted by a research
assistant.

Discomfort and comfort video segments were annotated
by a researcher according to the timeline relative to the heel
prick intervention. Discomfort video segments were labeled
from the start point of heel prick to several minutes after the
heel prick was done based on the researcher’s observation.
Comfort video segments were labeled from the baseline prior
to the prick and the moment when the infant returned to
baseline after the heel prick. Each video segment contains
only one state (comfort or discomfort). All the moments
that show interruption or occlusion from caregivers in the
videos were excluded. The video segments lasting less than
10 seconds were removed from consideration. Eleven infants
with an average gestational age of 31 weeks were filmed.
We totally achieved 99 discomfort (2,738 seconds in total)
and 84 comfort (3,429 seconds in total) video segments for
17 heel prick events. The duration of each video segment
varies from less than 1 minute to several minutes with an
overall median length of 21.2 seconds (interquartile range
[IQR] 12.8 - 39 seconds).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Examples of extracted motion acceleration rate of (a) comfort,
and (b) discomfort moments, where different motion patterns are shown in
terms of movement intensity and periodicity.

B. Motion Estimation

Pixel-based motion vectors are first calculated for each
video frame, with respect to the previous frame, using the
optical flow proposed by Farnebäck et al. [17]. For the
optical flow, we compute a motion matrix M of size N×W ,
where N is the number of pixels in a video frame and W is
the total number of frames in a video segment. The optical
flow provides motion derivatives for each row of the matrix
that represents the velocity magnitude of a pixel’s trajectory.



We accumulate the magnitude values of all motion vectors
for each frame. Hence, all the summed magnitude values
comprise a one-dimensional (1D) velocity-estimating signal
V (size 1×W ) for each video segment. We further estimate
the motion acceleration rate A (size 1×W ) by taking the
first derivative of the velocity-estimating signal V. Fig. 2(a)
and Fig. 2(b) show examples of the motion acceleration rate
extracted from a comfort and a discomfort video segment,
respectively.

C. Feature extraction

For each video segment, features are extracted from the
1D signal of the motion acceleration rate A.

We calculate two groups of features: statistical and spec-
tral, which are shown in Table I. We compute in total 18
features: mean, median, root mean square (see Eq. (1)), a
group of 3 features from the autocorrelation function, and
a group of 12 spectral peak features, which are discussed
below.

• Mean, Median of the motion acceleration rate A
• Root mean square

The root mean square (RMS) of the motion acceleration
rate elements from A is utilized as an input to a classifier
for infant status recognition. The RMS value is calculated
according to:

RMS =

√
1

W

W

∑
i=1

xi2, (1)

where xi is individual acceleration instance, and W the total
number of frames of the video segment.

• Autocorrelation features
The autocorrelation characterizes different types of motion
signals by indicating motion intensity and periodicity. We
calculate the autocorrelation of motion acceleration rate A,
which is formulated as

ρ̂k =

W
∑

t=k+1
(At − Ā) · (At−k − Ā)

W
∑

t=1
(At − Ā)2

, (2)

where At−k is the motion acceleration rate shifted by k
frames, and Ā is the average of the motion acceleration
rate. The numerator of Eq. (2) is essentially the covariance
between the original acceleration rate and the k-frame lagged
data. The denominator is the sum of the squared deviations
of the original acceleration rate.

The peak height at zero-th lag (overall energy) is employed
as an individual feature. The other two features are the height
and location at the first peak, respectively, which identifies
the dominant cyclic variation in motion.

• Spectral peak features
We further estimate the power spectral density on motion
acceleration rate A using Welch’s method [18]. From the
derived spectrum, positions and power levels of the highest
6 peaks are taken as 12 spectral peak features.

TABLE I
FEATURE CATEGORIES WITH THEIR CORRESPONDING INTERPRETAION

AND MEDIAN VALUES FOR ALL COMFORT (CMVAL) AND DISCOMFORT

CASES (DMVAL).

Feature category Interpretation CMVAL DMVAL
Mean Motion intensity 0.015 -0.275

Median Motion intensity -0.091 0.296
RMS Motion intensity 17.1 237

Autocorrelation -
height at 0th lag Motion intensity 2.16×105 2.45×107

Autocorrelation -
1st peak location Motion periodicity 0.2 0.2

Autocorrelation -
1st peak height Motion intensity 1.20×104 3.34×105

Spectrum -
positions

of
highest
6 peaks

Movement frequency

3.63
4.67
5.41
6.14
6.86
7.59

1.88
3.07
3.93
5.16
6.22
7.28

Spectrum -
power levels

of
highest
6 peaks

Motion level
at

each frequency

115
150
150
121
119
129

2.21×104

2.30×104

2.54×104

2.68×104

2.66×104

2.26×104

D. Classification
Finally, we adopt a linear support vector machine (SVM)

classifier on video segments to recognize infant status of
comfort or discomfort, using the 18 extracted features. We
employ the SVM implementation in Matlab (Mathworks,
Natick, MA, USA) for the two-class classification. Leave-
one-infant-out cross-validation is used for the experiments.
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) is plotted to
evaluate the performance with the value of the area under the
curve (AUC). The classification accuracy is also measured
and reported as an evaluation metric.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Using the recorded infant dataset, leave-one-infant-out

cross-validation was performed for evaluating our proposed
method. The classification accuracy is summarized in Ta-
ble II.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE MEASURES INCLUDING CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY,

AND AUCS OF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF FEATURES.

Feature category Accuracy rate AUC
Mean 0.50 0.72

Median 0.39 0.53
RMS 0.81 0.91

Autocorrelation 0.68 0.84
Spectrum 0.75 0.91

Combined 0.86 0.94

The ROC curves are plotted in Fig. 3. From the light-blue
curve based on all features, we can detect 85% of discomfort



video segments at the cost of only 10% of false alarms. When
all features are combined, the average accuracy for all infants
is 0.86 (see Table II).

Fig. 3. ROC curves for classification using each individual category of
features, and combining all features together.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
For the purpose of anticipating on pain and discomfort

in premature infants, we propose an automated video-based
system that can differentiate discomfort of infants from
comfort status by analyzing motion patterns. The recognition
process starts with the acquisition of the motion signals,
which are subsequently estimated by optical flow. For each
video segment, a vector of 18 features characterizing motion
trajectories is extracted from the motion signals in the time
and frequency domain. An AUC of 0.94 is achieved, which is
promising for clinical practice. The highest AUC is achieved
when combining all the proposed features, which proves that
the features are contributing and complementary. We have
extracted only 18 features from each video segment, which is
particularly suitable for a real-time video-based application.

Due to incorporating autocorrelation and spectrum fea-
tures, which can capture and describe periodic motion pat-
terns, our system can recognize discomfort body motion and
regular periodic movements (e.g. respiration). With the high
sensitivity of 85%, the trade-off of the system is only 10%
detecting false positives.

In reality, video interruptions may occur by care-handling
the infant and, thereby, occluding the infant’s face and/or
body. Moreover, for most critically ill infants, no response
to pain stimulus can be observed visually. In these respects,
for further work, we may add features extracted from the
monitored vital signs, such as HR, RR, and SpO2.

For practical application, further lowering the amount of
false positives would be valuable. A majority of these false
positives are segments with irregular comfortable movements
(e.g. stretching an arm). With limited effort of human assis-
tance (e.g. visual check), these false positives might be easily
corrected.
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